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Why we need SOC instrument modelling 

SOC and SOWG coordinate science operations planning to get from  
                                  

SAP Instrument 
commands SWT MIB 

‘coordinated observation’ 
‘burst mode’ 

‘as fast as possible’ 
‘high resolution’ 
‘at perihelion’ 

‘with context from ...’ 
‘when EMC quiet’ 

‘consistent dataset’ 
‘in quadrature with SPP’ 

‘stable temperature’ 
‘context magnetogram’ 

‘pointing to coronal hole’  
… 

X_dump_memory 
X_enable_science 
X_mode_change 

X_modify_param_table 
Y_disable_detector 
Y_priority_change 
Z_enable_heater 

Z_move_door 
W_set_obs_range 

W_set_ibs_calibration 
… 

Opportunities 
Orbit, SPP 

Constraints 
SC, payload, 

orbit, 
downlink, 
power, … 

Data quotas 

Instrument 
science modes 

LL data 
SOOPs 

Pointing 
types 



Why we need SOC instrument modelling 

SOC and SOWG coordinate science operations planning to get from  
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Planning 
cycles move 

from SAP 
slowly towards 

actual 
commands 
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LTP 
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Instrument 
behaviour 

 

MODEL 



SOC Instrument modelling: How? 

•  SOC instrument model makes the link between high/low level 

‘commanding’ and the instrumental behaviour 

 

•  At MissionLP & LTP, there is a wide gap to be bridged: loose link between 

‘science modes’ and instrument resource usage & constraints 

= high-level modelling 

 

•  At MTP & STP, IORs (instrument command sequence calls) are available 

and there is concrete link to instrument behaviour  

= low-level modelling 

 

•  SOC builds instrument models that can fulfill both needs: 

constraint checking of long-term SOOP plans and IORs  



SOC Instrument modelling: How? 

Software built in-house* (cross-mission):  

•  EPS (Experiment Planning System): constraint-checking of planning 

timelines against mission/SC/payload constraints 

•  Experiment models: Payload & spacecraft resources,  

sequences and transitions, experiment constraints 

•  Activities/observations: Timelines of command  
sequences, building-up high-level science observations 

•  Payload planning timelines  

•  Context: Orbit and event files (GS contacts, Rswindows, …) 

 
•  MAPPS (Mission Analysis and Payload Planning System):  

•  User interface to execute operational timeline simulations 
•  Visualisation of events and data/power timelines 

* Operationally used by: SMART-1, VEX, MEX, Rosetta, BepiColombo, Exomars TGO.  

STABLE 

PERIODIC 
UPDATES 

NEW PER PLAN 



Linking science observations to 
instrument behaviour 
STP & MTP: link IORs to Mission Information Base TCs 
LTP: link SOOPs to instrument behaviour 
 

 



IORs and the MIB 

* Not the correct format for an IOR! 

•  During MTP and STP we will 
receive your IORs. 

•  We will check these for 
resource usage and violation 
of operational constraints 
using our planning software, 
MAPPS/EPS. 

•  By themselves the IORs 
aren’t especially informative. 

IOR* 
2021-12-15T00:00:00 ZIM22601

2021-12-16T00:00:00 ZIM22605

2021-12-16T12:00:00 ZIM22614

2021-12-16T13:00:00 ZIM22605



IORs and the MIB 

Instrument Database / MIB 

IOR 
2021-12-15T00:00:00 ZIM22601

2021-12-16T00:00:00 ZIM22605

2021-12-16T12:00:00 ZIM22614

2021-12-16T13:00:00 ZIM22605

•  During MTP and STP we will 
receive your IORs. 

•  We will check these for 
resource usage and violation 
of operational constraints 
using our planning software, 
EPS. 

•  By themselves the IORs 
aren’t especially informative. 

•  We will also have your MIB, 
which will tell us about the 
structure of the TCs and 
some context information. 

•  But this is still not enough for 
resource and constraint 
checking. 



MAPPS/EPS Instrument Model 

•  Makes the link between commands and their consequences. 
•  We’re not interested in (or capable of!) modelling your entire 

instruments in MAPPS/EPS. 
•  Focus on resource usage and operational constraints. 
•  Implementing resource usage first. 

•  Represent instrument as a collection of modules (DPU, 
Detector, Heater, etc.). 

•  Modules each have several states they can be in. 
•  A module state has an associated resource usage. 

•  Modes are meaningful combinations of module states. 
•  Here we use MAG as an example. 
•  The numbers we use come from your user manuals 



MAG Instrument Model 

What’s the best way to model MAG? 
•  Start with 1 module per physical unit: 

•  Electronics Box 
•  Primary Sensor 
•  Secondary Sensor 

•  How many different states (i.e. power consumptions or data 
rates) can each module have? 

•  Power consumption is easy: 

•  Data production is harder… 

Module 
E. Box Primary S. Secondary S. 

Powered 6.86W 0.36W 0.36W 
Unpowered 0W 0W 0W 



MAG Instrument Model – Data Rates 

•  Easy option: 
•  Assign HK and LL to the electronics box module. 
•  Assign other science TM to the sensor modules. 

•  But EPS only allows one APID per module 
•  Keep HK with the electronics box module. 
•  Create a ‘dummy’ module for the low latency data 

•  The same logic applies to normal / burst mode data streams from 
the sensors 

•  End up with 9 modules with a few different states each. 
•  MAG modes are then shorthand for combinations of these module 

states. 



MAG Instrument Model 

Example: Electronics Box & Low Latency Modules
Module: MAG_ELB "MAG Electronics Box”

Module_dataflow: TO_DS Memory SSMM_PYLD_HK 

Module_state: ELB_OFF

MS_data_rate : 0.0 [bits/sec]

    MS_power : 0   [Watts]

Module_state: ELB_ON

    MS_data_rate : 46.0 [bits/sec]

    MS_power : 6.86 [Watts]

Module: MAG_LL "MAG Low Latency Production"

Module_dataflow: TO_DS Memory SSMM_PYLD_LL  

Module_state: LL_OFF

    MS_data_rate : 0.0 [bits/sec]

    MS_power : 0   [Watts]

Module_state: LL_ON

    MS_data_rate : 12.0 [bits/sec]

    MS_power : 0   [Watts]



Linking Commands to Modes 

•  Our IOR contains commands 
to switch MAG: 

1.   From standby mode 
to normal mode 

2.   From normal mode 
to a burst mode 
(E128/N) 

3.   Back to Normal 
Mode 

•  What does this mean in the 
context of the model?  

Instrument Database / MIB 

IOR 
2021-12-15T00:00:00 ZIM22601

2021-12-16T00:00:00 ZIM22605

2021-12-16T12:00:00 ZIM22614

2021-12-16T13:00:00 ZIM22605



MAG Normal Mode 

1.  In normal mode, the instrument generates:  
•  Housekeeping (46 bps) 
•  Low Latency Data (12 bps) 
•  16 primary magnetic field vectors per second (800 bps) 
•  1 secondary magnetic field vector per second (50 bps) 
•  Packet headers (92bps) 
•  Total data rate of 1000 bps 

•  In the model we define an activity that changes the state of 
each module to the correct one for that mode. 



MAG Normal Mode Activity 

Action: CSEQ_MAG_NORMAL "Select Normal Mode”

Action_type: MODELLING 

Run_actions:

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODE (MAG_CURR_MD=NORMAL [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=ELB_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=LL_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PRI_16 [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=SEC_1 [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PHD_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PRI_B_OFF [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=SEC_B_OFF [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PHD_B_OFF [ENG])



MAG Normal Mode Activity 

Action: CSEQ_MAG_NORMAL "Select Normal Mode”

Action_type: MODELLING 

Run_actions:

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODE (MAG_CURR_MD=NORMAL [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=ELB_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=LL_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PRI_16 [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=SEC_1 [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PHD_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PRI_B_OFF [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=SEC_B_OFF [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PHD_B_OFF [ENG])

Electronics Box (HK) ON 
LL Generation ON 



MAG Normal Mode Activity 

Action: CSEQ_MAG_NORMAL "Select Normal Mode”

Action_type: MODELLING 

Run_actions:

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODE (MAG_CURR_MD=NORMAL [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=ELB_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=LL_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PRI_16 [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=SEC_1 [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PHD_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PRI_B_OFF [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=SEC_B_OFF [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PHD_B_OFF [ENG])

16 vps (primary) ON 
1 vps (secondary) ON 
Packet Headers ON 



MAG Normal Mode Activity 

Action: CSEQ_MAG_NORMAL "Select Normal Mode”

Action_type: MODELLING 

Run_actions:

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODE (MAG_CURR_MD=NORMAL [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=ELB_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=LL_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PRI_16 [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=SEC_1 [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PHD_ON [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PRI_B_OFF [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=SEC_B_OFF [ENG]) \

00:00:00 MAG_SWITCH_MODULE (MAG_CURR_MS=PHD_B_OFF [ENG])

Burst Mode Data 
Streams OFF 



MAG Normal Mode 

1.  In normal mode, the instrument generates:  
•  Housekeeping (46 bps) 
•  Low Latency Data (12 bps) 
•  16 primary magnetic field vectors per second (800 bps) 
•  1 secondary magnetic field vector per second (50 bps) 
•  Packet headers (92bps) 
•  Total data rate of 1000 bps 

•  In the model we define an activity that changes the state of 
each module to the correct one for that mode. 

•  Once we have ingested the MIB, this will be explicitly linked to 
command ZIM22605 so when we process your IORs we can see 
changes in data rate & power consumption. 

•  For now we can manually schedule it on a timeline. 



What happens when we run a 
timeline? 

1.  Because we haven’t yet 
linked our actions to 
commands we write a 
timeline equivalent to our 
‘IOR’. 

IOR 
2021-12-15T00:00:00 ZIM22601

2021-12-16T00:00:00 ZIM22605

2021-12-16T12:00:00 ZIM22614

2021-12-16T13:00:00 ZIM22605

Timeline 
15-DEC-2021_00:00:00  MAG  ACTIVITY  MAG_STANDBY

16-DEC-2021_00:00:00  MAG  ACTIVITY  MAG_NORMAL

16-DEC-2021_12:00:00  MAG  ACTIVITY  MAG_EQUAL128_N

16-DEC-2021_13:00:00  MAG ACTIVITY  MAG_NORMAL



What happens when we run a 
timeline? 

MAG Power Consumption 

MAG Science Packet Store Fill State 

MAG Data Rate 

Mode Indicator 

OFF 
STANDBY NORMAL BURST 

00:00 
15/12/2021  

12:00 
15/12/2021  

00:00 
16/12/2021  

12:00 
16/12/2021  



What happens when we run a 
timeline? 

MAG Power Consumption 

MAG Science Packet Store Fill State 

MAG Data Rate 

Mode Indicator 

OFF 
STANDBY NORMAL BURST 

00:00 
15/12/2021  

12:00 
15/12/2021  

00:00 
16/12/2021  

12:00 
16/12/2021  



Other examples of model concepts 

MAG model is simple in the sense that science mode change links directly to 1 
MIB command. This is not always the case. 

METIS: science modes = varying configs of 1 instrument mode (+parameters) 
•  Modules: (sub)units, mechanisms, heaters, … (MPPU, VLD, UVD, IOM,…) 

with power resources, 
VLD, UVD, LL with parameterized data resources, MPPU with HK data 

•  Modes: METIS power modes OFF, SAFE, SETUP, OPS, SWM, DIAG 
 

----------------- (experiment model ends here) 
 
•  Activities: METIS science modes OPS_WIND, OPS_MAGTOP, OPS_GLOBAL, 

OPS_CMEOBS, … 
-> particular configurations of METIS mode OPS (detectors & compression) 
-> can be called with parameters (cadence) from the observation timeline 



MAG model is simple in the sense that science mode change links directly to 1 
MIB command. This is not always the case. 

METIS:  
•  Modules: (sub)units, mechanisms, heaters, … (MPPU, VLD, UVD, IOM,…) 

with power resources, 
VLD, UVD, LL with parameterized data resources 

•  Modes: METIS power modes OFF, SAFE, SETUP, OPS, SWM, DIAG 
 

----------------- (experiment model ends here) 
 
•  Activities: METIS science modes OPS_WIND, OPS_MAGTOP, OPS_GLOBAL, 

OPS_CMEOBS, … 
-> particular configurations of METIS mode OPS (detectors & compression) 
-> can be called with parameters (cadence) from the observation timeline 

Other examples of model concepts 

TimelineStart: 
000_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OFF  
000_04:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_SAFE  
000_08:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_SWM 
000_12:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_SAFE  
000_16:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_DIAG (CADENCE = 300)  
000_20:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_SAFE  
001_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_SETUP  
001_04:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OPS_WIND (CADENCE = 600) 
001_14:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OPS_WIND (CADENCE = 1200)  
002_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OPS_MAGTOP (CADENCE = 600) 
003_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OPS_GLOBAL (CADENCE = 600)  
004_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OPS_LTCONFIG (CADENCE = 1200)  
005_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OPS_FLUCTS (CADENCE = 10)  
006_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OPS_CMEOBS (CADENCE = 300) 
007_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OPS_COMET (CADENCE = 600) 
008_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OPS_PROBE (CADENCE = 600) 
009_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_SAFE  
010_00:00:00 MET ACTIVITY MET_OFF  
TimelineEnd: 



Other examples of model concepts 

For some other instruments, we do not need to model all the complexity of 
data generation as only some TM will end up in SSMM, e.g.: 

EUI: internal memory with data selections, only selected data to SSMM 
•  Modules: (sub)units, mechanisms, heaters, … (CEB, DOOR, FW, FSI, 

HRI_EUV, HRI_LYA, HEATER, LED, …) with power resources, HK & LL,  
(most) science data flows are modelled through flush commands 

•  Modes: EUI power modes OFF, SAFE, SCIENCE, CALIBRATION, 
CONFIGURATION, ... 
 

------------------- 
 
•  Activities: EUI science modes SYNOPTIC, CORONAL HOLE, QUIET SUN, … 

-> particular configurations of SCIENCE mode  
-> can be called with parameters from the observation timeline 
-> separate activities for EMC noisy and quiet science configurations (TBC) 



Linking science observations to 
instrument behaviour 
STP & MTP: link IORs to MIB TCs 
LTP: link SOOPs to instrument behaviour 
 

 



MAPPS/EPS Can operate in a 
hierarchical way 

•  TCs are grouped in Activities; Activities are grouped in Observations 
•  TCs ‘command’ the model instrument in order to find resource usage 
•  Activities and observations can have simple, parameterised, resource 

profiles associated with them for faster constraint checking.  
 EPD TC1 

EPD TC2 
EPD TC3 

EPD TC4 
EPD TC5 
EPD TC6 

EPD NM 
ACTIVITY 

EPD BM 
ACTIVITY 

EPD STANDARD 
OBSERVATION 

MTP LTP 



MAPPS/EPS Can operate in a 
hierarchical way 

•  TCs are grouped in Activities; Activities are grouped in Observations 
•  TCs ‘command’ the model instrument in order to find resource usage 
•  Activities and observations can have simple, parameterised, resource 

profiles associated with them for faster constraint checking.  
 

EPD TC1 
EPD TC2 
EPD TC3 

EPD NM 
ACTIVITY 

EPD STANDARD 
OBSERVATION 

Po
w

er
 

Time 

Po
w

er
 

Time 

Po
w
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Time 

For power profiles we’ll use envelopes, for data 
we’ll use averages  



MAPPS/EPS Can operate in a 
hierarchical way 

•  TCs are grouped in Activities; Activities are grouped in Observations 
•  TCs ‘command’ the model instrument in order to find resource usage 
•  Activities and observations can have simple, parameterised, resource 

profiles associated with them for faster constraint checking.  
 EPD TC1 

EPD TC2 
EPD TC3 

EPD TC4 
EPD TC5 
EPD TC6 

EPD NM 
ACTIVITY 

EPD BM 
ACTIVITY 

EPD STANDARD 
OBSERVATION 

MTP LTP 

SOOP 
INGREDIENT 



Nested Observations = SOOPs 

EPD TC1 
EPD TC2 
EPD TC3 

EPD TC4 
EPD TC5 
EPD TC6 

EPD NM 
ACTIVITY 

EPD BM 
ACTIVITY 

EPD STANDARD 
OBSERVATION / 

(SOOP 
INGREDIENT) 

EUI TC1 
EUI TC2 

EUI TC3 

EUI TC4 
EUI TC5 

EUI TC6 

EUI FSI 
ACTIVITY1 

EUI FSI 
ACTIVITY2 

EUI SYNOPTIC 
OBSERVATION / 

(SOOP 
INGREDIENT) 

SEP SOURCE 
OBSERVATION 

(SOOP) 



This lets us 

1.  At LTP: 
a.  Build a SOOP plan at an SOWG Meeting 
b.  Check it in near real-time at a high level 

c.  Tweak the plan and leave the SOWG with 
something that probably works. 

d.  Easily check it in more detail offline, right down to 
the level of individual modules or sensors in your 
instruments. 

2.  At MTP: 

a.  Get accurate estimates of resource usage from 
your IORs 

b.  Compare the result with the agreed plan 



This does not let us 

•  Write your IORs for you! 
•  Activities will have representative TCs associated 

with them 
•  Fine detail of timing and ordering will not be the 

same 
•  We only model TCs that change resource usage or 

involve specific constraints (e.g. don’t turn off 
your heater beyond 0.5 AU) 



SOOP kitchen tool at SOWG meetings 

MAPPS/SOOP kitchen for dragging/dropping of observations during 
SOWG & visualisation high-level constraint-checking output 
 
EPSonly can be used for detailed constraint checking after SOWG 



LINK TO ONGOING SAP WORK AND 
MISSION LEVEL PLANNING 



Ongoing SAP work: Confluence pages 

Detailed science objectives: 
For each: proposed instrument contributions 

Instrument description & science modes  
+ associated parameters and data usage 

(source: instrument datapacks) 



Ongoing SAP work: Confluence pages 



Ongoing SAP work: Confluence pages 



Ongoing SAP work: Confluence pages 



Link between SAP work and instrument 
models 

1.  Models are validated to reproduce the estimated power and data resources 
on Confluence (source = instrument data packs) 
-> confluence pages shall be kept updated, serve as link between instrument 
modellers (=operation scientists) & instrument team 

2.  Next step: Science objectives will be linked to ‘SOOP recipe’ (not necessarily 
1-1):  

•  List of contributors (instruments) 
•  Associated science mode(s) for each contributor  

= SOOP ingredient, with associated parameters where applicable 
•  Opportunities along the orbit 

3.  SOOPs will be modelled in EPS as groups of ‘Instrument Observations’, linked 
to the instrument model 
-> EPS will return the expected resource usage per SOOP ingredient 

4.  Resource usage will be fed back to high-level resource estimate per SOOP 
ingredient 
-> used on Confluence for SAP planning  
and EPS high-level constraint checking (SOOP kitchen) 



INPUT REQUIRED FOR SOC 
INSTRUMENT MODELS 



What is modelled? 

What is modelled in each draft model:  
1.  Instrument ‘modules’ = subunits that can be commanded individually and 

consume power or generate data, e.g. electronics box, all mechanisms, 
heaters, detectors, ... 
-> each module can have different ‘module states’ with associated resources  
-> each data stream (APID) need separate module: LL vs HK vs bulk science 
-> SOC only models TM flowing to SSMM 

2.  Instrument ‘modes’ = preset configuration settings of module states, incl. 
power modes, i.e. OFF, SAFE, SETUP, SCIENCE, ..., 
& the allowed mode switches between them 

3.  Instrument ‘activities’ = science driven combinations of mode switches and 
module state switches, e.g. science modes or studies ... & their parameters  

 

4.  Instrument ‘observations’ = timelines of activities serving science goal, e.g. 
‘RSwindow CMEwatch’ ~ SOOP ingredients 
 



Requirements for draft instrument models 

•  Necessary information:  
1.  Instrument break-up into instrument (sub)units that can/will be 

commanded separately 
2.  Latest version of power consumption for each of those units 

(Detailed budgets report or User Manual)  
3.  List of preset power modes with associated unit configuration (idem) 
4.  List of science modes with associated data generation, broken up in 

the units above, and parameters if applicable (user manual) 
5.  APID and destination packet store per data flow 
6.  TM/TC ICDs (to understand commanding concept & MIB input) 

     -> these will flow into the instrument model -> static after launch 

•  Example of a timeline with associated resource profiles 
-> for instrument model testing 
 

•  Instrument ‘Observations’ will be built according to SAP input 



Status and schedule for instrument models 

  
Goal: have draft models for all instruments by SOWG#8 (Jan 2016) 
Next steps: 
1.  Discuss the instrument models that have already been (preliminary) 

implemented at SOC, with the teams: MAG, METIS, STIX, EUI (partially), EPD 
(partially) – by end Oct 2015 (TBC) 

2.  Other teams: please provide us with the necessary information (links to 
document sections in the data pack is fine) and/or update the available ones 
– by end Oct 2015 

3.  SOC to update the 5 existing instrument models and to prepare the other 5 
– by end Dec 2015 

 
4.  SOC to model instrument constraints (EMC quiet, incompatible modes, FOV 

illumination, allowed mode switches, …) in collaboration with instrument 
teams 

 



Glossary 

APID  Application Identifier 
EPS  Experiment Planning System 

HK  HouseKeeping 
IOR  Instrument Operations Request 

ICD  Interface Control Document 
LL  Low Latency 
LTP  Long Term Planning 

MAPPS  Mission Analysis and Payload Planning System 
MIB  Mission Information Base   
MOC  Mission Operations Centre (ESOC, Darmstadt) 
MTP  Medium Term Planning 
SAP  Science Activity Plan 
S/C  Spacecraft 
SOOP  Solar Orbiter Observing Plan 
SOWG  Science Operations Working Group 

STP  Short Term Planning 
SOC  Science Operations Centre (ESAC, Madrid) 
SWT  Science Working Team 

TM  Telemetry 
 
 

 


